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Soccer is the World’s most popular and participated in sport. Perhaps even your own children have had or will experience the 
passion, skill, and lifetime value of playing it. With less disposable income for families, they are being forced to choose between 
allowing their child to play the sport they love and providing for their families. The objective of Queen City FC is to allow each 
child to participate in the great sport of soccer regardless of income. This can only be done with the generous support of 
philanthropic individuals and corporate/community partners. We are determined to significantly reduce and possibly eliminate 
the fees associated with participation.  

Queen City FC is a not-for-profit charity soccer club in Helena, Montana. Queen City FC strives to provide an opportunity for the 
youth of our community to play soccer in an environment void of financial status judgements.  Queen City FC offers recreational, 
competitive, and indoor soccer. Here are some ways you could help.  

A DONATION OF…  
 $100 will pay for referees for one game  

 $225 will purchase a uniform kit for one competitive player  
 $400 ensures a scholarship child can play competitive soccer this season  

 $500 will pay for a player to travel to away games  
 Any Amount will help provide scholarships, equipment and pay for other expenses $__________ 

 In-Kind of products or services that can be used by the club  
  

A SPONSORSHIP FOR…  
 Fields: Provides for maintenance, paint, and flags for one field for a year. A field sponsor receives advertisement on a 

field sign, corner flags, the club website and FB page. Includes a thank-you plaque. $1,500  
 Competitive Uniforms: Provides significant cost reduction for player uniforms for the club. A uniform sponsor receives 

advertisement on the uniforms (used for 3 years), the club website and FB page. Includes a thank-you plaque. $9,500  
 Academy Uniforms: Provides significant cost reduction for player uniforms for the club. A uniform sponsor receives 

advertisement on the uniforms (used for 1 years), the club website and FB page. Includes a thank-you plaque. $2,000 
 Soccer Goals: Provides a set of goals. A goal sponsorship will receive advertisement on both goals for the life of the goal, 

advertisement on the club website and FB page. Includes a thank-you plaque. $5,000  
Indoor Facility Advertising: Provides for maintenance and operational costs at The Den, Queen City FC’s indoor soccer 
facility which helps keep registration costs affordable for players. 

 Indoor Wall Signs: 2’x4’ - $750, 4’x4’ - $1,000, 4’x8’ - $1,500 
 Indoor Playing Wall Boundary Signs: 4’x8’ - $2,000 
 Indoor Goal Boxes: One sign directly above goal. 3’x12’ - $3,000 (one goal) $5500 (both goals) 
 Center Court: Floor decal at center of court. 10’x15’ - $10,000 
 Naming Rights of Indoor Facility: Contact James at qcfctd@gmail.com 

 

Name of Organization/Company ____________________________________________________________________________  

Contact Person _______________________ Phone: ____________________ Email: ___________________________________  

Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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